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The 47 Ronin: A Graphic Novel By Sean Michael Wilson. One day, you will find a new experience as
well as expertise by investing even more cash. But when? Do you believe that you have to obtain those all
needs when having significantly money? Why don't you attempt to obtain something simple at first? That's
something that will lead you to recognize even more about the world, journey, some areas, past history,
home entertainment, and a lot more? It is your own time to proceed reading practice. One of the e-books you
can appreciate now is The 47 Ronin: A Graphic Novel By Sean Michael Wilson right here.

From School Library Journal
Gr 7 Up—The story of 47 warriors who stage an elaborate plan to avenge their fallen master is legendary in
Japan, exemplifying the ideals of samurai loyalty and perseverance. While many details of this historical
event have been lost through numerous retellings, this work aims to represent it accurately. Though written
in English for a Western audience, this graphic novel assumes significant knowledge of Japanese culture and
history-in fact, the term ronin (masterless samurai) is never defined. More exposition and context throughout
would have been helpful, as not all readers are familiar with 18th-century Japanese politics, or the ethical
code that compels these warriors to seek vengeance after the unjust death of their master. Despite the steep
learning curve, this book offers a dramatic tale of intrigue and action. Readers will enjoy the fast-paced
action and intricate plotting once the revenge plan unfolds. Traditional manga-style art enriches the story,
bringing Japan's Edo era to life through detailed depictions of period costume and architecture. Grisly scenes
of ritual suicide and battles may deter the faint of heart, but most will be undaunted. While this title will hold
greatest appeal for those who have an interest in Japanese history, it will also attract fans of the recent
Hollywood screen adaptation, providing an engaging way to learn about the film's inspiration. A solid
purchase where manga is popular.—Allison Tran, Mission Viejo Library, CA KEY: * Excellent in relation to
other titles on the same subject or in the same genre | eBook original Tr Hardcover trade binding | RTE
Reinforced trade binding | lib.ed. Publisher's library binding Board Board Book | pap. paperback

Review
“This is a tightly focused, perfectly pitched retelling of the story and a perfect entry point for anyone coming
to the story for the first time. The Keanu Reeves version may have all the spectacle, but this version has all
the heart.”—BleedingCool.com

“Like the great Chivalric tales of Europe, The 47 Ronin harks back to an earlier, simpler time and an
idealized concept of honor. It displays a dedication to honor, comradeship, and nobility that few real people
can live up to, yet deep inside our souls we yearn to be as worthy as those examples."—Joe Gordon,
Forbidden Planet International

“Despite being widely known in both Japan and abroad, the story of the assassination of a court official
named Kira Yoshihisa by the 47 Ronin—and their subsequent suicide—has seldom been retold with
accuracy since its occurrence in December 1702. . . . Readers interested in accurate Japanese history rather



than Hollywood embellishment will enjoy this well-done retelling of the legendary event.”—The Japan
Times
 
“A masterful retelling of one of the greatest stories in Japanese culture. An engrossing, engaging, emotional
and unforgettable epic.”—Jonathan Ross, BBC television presenter

“Wilson uses exactly the right scenes to tell this famous story, creating a quick, engaging read.”—Library
Journal

"Spare and understated, the script sticks close to historical events and elegantly recounts the legend’s central
elements."—School Library Journal

About the Author
SEAN MICHAEL WILSON is a comic book writer who lives in Japan. He has had more than a dozen books
published by US, UK, and Japanese publishers, and he often works with Japanese and Chinese artists on
manga-style books, such as Hagakure and Yakuza Moon.
AKIKO SHIMOJIMA is a manga illustrator based in Tokyo, Japan.
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A graphic novel version of the most dramatic example of bushido—the samurai code—in Japanese history.

     In the eighteenth century, forty-seven samurai avenged the death of their master in a plot that would take
over two years to complete. After succeeding in their mission, the masterless samurai—known as ronin—all
committed ritual suicide. The story, which is a national legend, remains the most potent example of Japan's
deeply rooted cultural imperative of honor, persistence, loyalty, and sacrifice.
     The historical event has inspired many writers and artists over the years and numerous fictionalized
versions and adaptations have emerged. In The 47 Ronin, Sean Michael Wilson has created a historically
factual portrait, enhanced by evocative and often lyrical drawings by Akiko Shimojima. While there are
other depictions of the story in manga form, this version stands out as being the most accurate and most
compelling. Wilson and Shimojima have made the characters nuanced and relatable.
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Review
“This is a tightly focused, perfectly pitched retelling of the story and a perfect entry point for anyone coming
to the story for the first time. The Keanu Reeves version may have all the spectacle, but this version has all
the heart.”—BleedingCool.com
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“Despite being widely known in both Japan and abroad, the story of the assassination of a court official
named Kira Yoshihisa by the 47 Ronin—and their subsequent suicide—has seldom been retold with
accuracy since its occurrence in December 1702. . . . Readers interested in accurate Japanese history rather
than Hollywood embellishment will enjoy this well-done retelling of the legendary event.”—The Japan
Times
 
“A masterful retelling of one of the greatest stories in Japanese culture. An engrossing, engaging, emotional
and unforgettable epic.”—Jonathan Ross, BBC television presenter

“Wilson uses exactly the right scenes to tell this famous story, creating a quick, engaging read.”—Library
Journal

"Spare and understated, the script sticks close to historical events and elegantly recounts the legend’s central
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About the Author
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published by US, UK, and Japanese publishers, and he often works with Japanese and Chinese artists on
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Most helpful customer reviews

5 of 5 people found the following review helpful.
An interesting and informative graphic novel about the legendary Japanese tale of "The 47 Ronin."
By Joseph J. Truncale
I read the Japanese story bout the legendary 47 Ronin (Masterless Samurai) many years ago but thought
reading this graphic novel about this historical tale would be interesting to explore once again. I was not
disappointed. The story is a familiar one and anyone who has read anything about Japanese history has heard
this tale about how 47 Samurai avenge the death of their master, Lord Asano.

After Lord Asano had to commit seppuku (Ritual Japanese Suicide), because he struck (but did not kill) an
evil, ignorant and impolite official named Lord Kira, in another Lord's castle, his Samurai decided upon
revenge but they devised a secret plan so that no one would be suspicious of their true goal and objective.
Each Ronin (A Masterless Samurai) completely changed their personality, some becoming drunks, some
pretending to be peasants and others pretending to be garden workers. Some of these Ronin were even able
to work on the grounds and inside the castle where Lord Kira lived.

Finally after two years the 47 Samurai put their plan into action and were able to avenge the death of their
master. In the end to show they were indeed men of honor and followed the code of Bushido (Way of the



warrior), all 47 Samurai committed seppuku. Even if you have already read the original book this graphic
novel version really makes the story come alive. If you like graphic novels and Japanese Bushido (Way of
the warrior) tales, you should check out this book.

Rating: 4 Stars. Joseph J. Truncale (Author: The Samurai Heart: An old warrior's poetic tribute)

16 of 18 people found the following review helpful.
Awesome!
By Ronin
This is a masterpiece of warrior philosophy. It is not a casual read and nor is it a story that will provide
entertainment value. This is essential reading for martial artists and practitioners of eastern medicine as one
of the fundamental lessons involves the cultivation of Qi. The "Demon" in this case refers to the Tengu,
which are legendary throughout Japan.

The Tengu is many things and comes in many forms. It is known as a mischievous and malevolent spirit that
brought terror to the Japanese. The ninja made use of these legends and often impersonated Tengu to strike
fear. But the Tengu is also a respected and revered symbol and is associated with Shugendo, or the Way of
the Aesthetic. In this role the Tengu can be a teacher, and a protector of Buddhism who punsihed evil-doers.

Practitioners of Shugendo often live alone in the mountains and are known as Yamabushi (Shinto), meaning
"Mountain (Yama) Warrior (Bushi) Aesthetic" in the deeper sense. They view nature as possessing powerful
Qi; in the mountains, rocks, and streams. In the wilderness they train and cultivate their energy. Their ancient
roots come from China and the Taoist traditions, which is very evident in this book:

"The Demon said, 'The Way cannot be seen or heard. What can be seen or heard are just traces of the Way.'

The Tengu, the Yamabushi, and the ninja are all connected. Togakushi is a small village high in the Japanese
alps that claims a ninja heritage that is 900-years old. There are 3 shinto shrines in the valley, and countless
sacred spots throughout the mountains, which have many small waterfalls and streams. The Tengu of
Togakushi takes the form of a raven. Tengu are also common in many other ninja villages like Yagyu-zato.

What's incredible about this book is its really the only one on this subject in english. While sitting high on a
precipice in the mountains above Togakushi, I watched a raven high above tuck its wings into a steep dive
and it sounded like a katana slicing the air as it passed 15-feet away before continuing another 1000-feet
down and leveling off just over the tree line. It was an odd display and there was something really powerful
about it. That spirit is alive in this book, and it sheds light on where these ideas originated.

The Tengu are also high techers, but only to the select few. They often took a keen interest in people who
retreated to the mountains for extended training. Morihei Ueshiba, the Aikido founder learned some of his
martial arts from a Tengu in the 1920's. Sword master Yagyu Muneyoshi had an epic sword duel with a
Tengu during a violent lightning storm in the mountains above the village. There is rock there where
supposedly his sword cut through the stone after the Tengu dodged him that is now known as Itto Seki, or
"one sword stroke rock".

This book deals a lot with the movement of a warrior, but perhaps a more powerful message relates to the
Shugendo concepts or more specifically the cultivation of Qi. This was fundamental to the ancient Taoist
masters who created powerful martial arts such as the highly advanced Ba Gua Zhang. Chozanshi is clearly
advocating that we work endlessly to cultivate Qi, and through this process both our lives and our practices
will excel.



This book is a rare treat. It offers some very advanced material, and I highly recommend it to anyone who is
a serious practitioner of the arts. Be prepared to study.

23 of 29 people found the following review helpful.
Deep and cryptic
By wiredweird
The Demon's Sermon comes from Japan's 17th century. Author Niwa Jurozaemon Tadaaki (writing as Issao
Chozanshi) created this work on martial arts, despite a claim after the Sermon that "I am not a swordsman, so
how could I teach swordsmanship?" If that is truly the author speaking, then what else in these essays should
be discounted as suspect in their accuracy? And, if it's self-deprecating fiction, then what other points in
these essays should also discounted as fiction? This, I think, is the least of the paradoxes within this text.

The text carries a Taoist tone, with many allusions to Taoist classics. Educated Japanese in many centuries
referred often to the Chinese canon. Chozanshi's work, however, stands out for building up Chinese concepts
in terms of Chinese classics, building them on a base of Japanese martial arts, folk culture, and religion. This
sermon on martial arts in fact says very little about those arts - instead, it cultivates the mind, spirit, and
human energy of the martial artist. The third essay in this set scarcely addresses martial arts at all. Instead,
the amusing parable follows an exchange between cats on the conquest of an uncommonly fierce rat. If just a
word here and there were changed, the fable would have sounded like an actual part of the Chuang Tzu.

Wilson's translation is modern and fluent. His preface and footnotes clarify many cultural referents that could
otherwise have been obscure, especially regarding the demon speaker himself. Despite skilled translation, the
Way of Chozanshi's text remains obscure - as if to remind a reader of any century that the Way that can be
spoken is not the eternal Way.

-- wiredweird

See all 41 customer reviews...
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